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Within the project "Together within" our concern is the
strengthening 30 Roma and their families through food twice a
week, living in the region of Achaia, Vrachneika. In addition,

tions. Apart from this, we

our visits to Roma include counseling and psychological support, information and guidance to Roma Specifically,. Our goal
is to be heard issues and concerns of this vulnerable social

01/19/2015 Exhibition
of Figurative works of
our team members in
"Piperitsa"

group and to maintain a constant communication with them.

03/03/2015 Ancient Hellenic mask Laboratory in Cyclisis under the super-

At the opening of the art exhibition with
artists - members of the "Together within"
in "Piperitsa", participants enjoyed observing visual artworks. The reference to the
visual arts was a game acquaintance, and
through observation and thoughtful dialogue
with artworks
we discover
our own
selves.

vision of the teacher – artist Magda Roussi
Under Laboratory ancient Hellenic mask, participants beneficiaries of the project had the opportunity to learn
about the history, philosophy and expressions capture
techniques of a mask, as a sign of the values and culture
of ancient drama and democracy. The purpose of the
workshop was the participation of all to achieve intercultural dialogue and communication processes.
The coordinator - Artist - Magda Roussi made mask manufacturing display providing manual
material Papier - mache. Our trainees, guests of PRAKSIS, coming from the Mediterranean
region and Asia, including citizens of our city and members of our volunteer team "Together
within" participated in the mask manufacturing selectable mask of their choice.
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1/3/2015 Visit to the new Archeological Museum
of Patras

Within the context of our cultural program for March we visited the New
Archeological Museum of Patras. During this educational visit to the Museum, our beneficiaries, accompanied by Anastasia Giannakopoulou and
Evie Gkotsopoulou, had the chance to witness life in ancient Patras, as it
is projected in the exhibition, focusing on the understanding of the main
core of ancient Greek culture, especially during the Pre-historical to the
Roman ages. The exhibition concerns a journey that strides the city of
Patras, through its individual characteristics, while it encloses trade, war,
religion, entertainment, as well as cultural and administrative organization. In the museum someone can also face the actual everyday life of these “citizens of the past” through the adornment of everyday
occupations, homes, furniture or even beautification means, while also reaches the burial ceremonies an the stasis of man against death.
Especially for the younger immigrants of PRAKSIS, this was an one of a kind opportunity and they themselves stated they were amazed.
To many, memories awoke from the distraction of archaeological monuments in their own countries due to the pounding of war in Syria,
Iraq, Afganistan.

03/28/2015 Visit to the new Acropolis museum
Under the planned cultural action program we visited the New Acropolis Museum and we
had the opportunity to admire the unique and highly impressive exhibits are housed in a single space, represent a very important part of ancient Greek culture that constitute a heritage
for all people. Our visit rebaptized our cultural identity and offered us all a wealth of emotions: excitement, admiration and awe, pride in
our Greek identity and our personal stories that
served this Greekness. Walking the halls of the
museum was a true path in history. The phrases
"I have a great time here!" and "I don’t want to
go home ..." briefly describes the mood of the
whole team ...

17/03/2015 “Theatre valise” in “Together Within”
In our establishments on the 17 of March
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text of “Out of Stage Theatre”. The actual

by the actors Eleni Kalantzopoulou and

scenario of the play has been altered by the

Dionisios Voultsos.

cultural manager of the Patras M.a.R.
Theodoros Ampazis. Our beneficiaries
watched the act and in their majority were
amazed by it. After the main core of the act
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14-15/3/2015
Διήμερο Γνώσης, Δημιουργίας και Ανταλλαγής ιδεών

Δελτίο Τύπου «Πράττω από
Κοινού»
Ιανουάριος –Μάρτιος 2015

Within the programme "We are all citizens", implemented under the EEA Grants for Greece –and Funded by
Operator of the Programme which is the Bodossaki Foundation, the non profit organization "CYCLISIS" undertook the implementation of the project "Together Within " implemented in this phase of the program Saturday, the 14th and Sunday March 15 a two-day knowledge, creativity and exchange ideas with participants adult
learners and people of our volunteer team goal through their activities to unleash their talent, to discover, to
expand and make the most of their potential.

Actions Saturday, March 14, 2015 :


The exhibition of photos from snapshots of Roma lives in their neighborhoods in Vrachneika during the project by the photographer - volunteer
Sophia Papadopoulou, captures the difference in the laughing eyes of Roma
children playing happily with the cares to look larger Roma experienced the
harsh daily survival.



The presentation of Joanna Angelopoulou, was related to people with autism disorder and included a
video with people with autism and diagnosis of disease based on their behavior. By using special
glasses she was trying to make the participants to
step into the shoes of an autistic person and experience the way they see and hear.



The exhibition of paintings by
Fotini Karavassili with shades
and colours, the abstract style
tables by Panagiota Sfakianaki,
handmade jewelry from clay by
Georgia Pasxalidi, knitted jewelry and décor of candles by
Peggy Karavassili, the reconstructions of recyclable materials sparkler by Adamandia
Filippopoulou, the hand-made
doll crochet by Anastasia Gotsi,
Decoupage technique of using
paper patterns for glass decoration and knitwear by Katerina
Ralli impressed with originality
and inexhaustible creativity and
imagination.



As part Α΄ of the workshop "Friendship makes the difference" we addressed to immigrant children 5-8 years of Praksis (Humanist Association - non-profit) as well as to children of the whole city of Patras, aimed to sensitize them to difference and develop team
spirit and cooperation through their participation in the creation of a story, its illustration
and dramatization. The storytelling and the creation of the story and scenery was organized by our team members: Anastasia Gotsi, Bright Karavassili and Panagiota
Sfakianakis.
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Text and Graphics by :

Actions Sunday 15 March 2015:


Giannakopoulou Angeliki

In the Exchange Ideas Workshop with coordinator Niko Dimopoulos - Vice President of Cultural Association Ampelokipon
- the issue of the humanitarian crisis in our city formed the basis
for developing dialogue and exchange of views with representatives of NGOs, with a view to strengthening partnerships, active
participation, joint actions and promotion services in our city to
make it more friendly and human at all.



As part B΄of the workshop "Friendship makes the difference", with the
participation of our young friends from Praksis, a beautiful story with a
chameleon that changes color his skin, was completed . On the occasion of the story children heard narratives and readings about the small
chameleon that was changing colors, designed and painted the chameleon on its environment and understood how its diversity makes him
unique enough to accept it, be happy and survive.



The evening makeup is what accompanies the evening formal look of a
woman. Olga Moustaki presented a
show with professional products stages
of implementation of technical evening
makeup, tips makeup with proper chromatology for attractive, impressive and
glamorous evening looks.

Papadopoulou Irene



In the ending of our Workshops, and
following the spirit of the Holy days of
Easter, Pegi Karavasilis showed us an
easy and fun way to accessorize our
candles in an easter mood, as gifts.

Our Establishments:
Main office: Prevetianas 2, Saravali Patras
Implementation of Actions: Korinthou 337 &
Miaouli , PATRAS
Tel: 2610 341472 — Patras
This project is funded by the Greek NGO Programme “We are all Citizens” which is part of the
EEA & Norway Grants for Greece. The Bodossaki Foundation is the Fund Operator of this Programme. The Programme aims to strengthen civil society and enhance the contribution of NGOs
to social justice, democracy and sustainable development

2610 525815 — Saravali

